Sherlock Holmes and a Scandal in Japan

Absolutely engaging... There is so much
mystery here... Joanna Daneman (USA), #1
HALL
OF
FAME
AMAZON
REVIEWERTHE
COLLECTED
ADVENTURES
OF
SHERLOCK
HOLMES IN JAPANNow Available... 8
adventures for the price of 4 purchased
individually... Sherlock Holmes is in Japan,
following his epic battle with the evil
criminal mastermind, Moriarty...Holmes together with his faithful companion, the
Japanese doctor Yoshida-sensei - visits
Love Island...Here, the corpse of the
famous erotic-artist Ohkawa is smiling
broadly...Indeed, one might almost say ecstatically...So why does Holmes suspect
murder...?PLEASE NOTE: This is a (very
close) retelling of MURDER ON LOVE
ISLAND (An Ennin Mystery #69). I have
reworked the original story slightly in order
to pay homage to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
and his legendary creation, who inspired
me
from
childhood.THE
ENNIN
MYSTERIES: COLLECTED SERIES 1 9 (45 Stories)(45 stories available at just
$8.99 for a limited period. Well over 1000
print
pages.)Amazon
Reviews
for
ENNINBen Stevens is a fascinating
writer... Grady Harp, TOP #10 HALL OF
FAME
AMAZON
REVIEWERThe
greatest of Japans detectives, Ennin, and of
course his trusted servant and chronicler
Kukai... Full of intrigue, action and
excitement...
Great
escapism...
M.
Dowden, TOP #50 HALL OF FAME
AMAZON REVIEWERThis excellent
rendition of mystery, suspense and
intrigue... Im surprised these adventures
havent been made into movies or a TV
series... They are that good! Arnold MountI
cant get enough of The Ennin Mysteries!
Every story I read is so entertaining, I hate
for it to end. I recommend this author to
anyone who likes whodunit stories! Ruth
Casey MayThese stories are always so
amazing... Look forward to more... Eileen
SedgwickThe Ennin Mysteries are an
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absolute delight... sshapStevens keeps on
delivering... This is a great series... Abby
NormalLove it! Simply amazed by how
good these short stories are! Edwina
CallanIntriguing and good to read... Set out
in a very eastern myth fashion...
Recommend them to all and sundry....
ChrisI confess to being addicted to them
for the depiction of medieval Japan, the
characters and the enjoyable stories. I
treasure each Ennin mystery that I have...
PostscripterFive stars... Daphne FramptonI
especially like the sort of quiet and abiding
love that exists between Ennin and Kukai,
master and scribe. Also, theres a kind of
sweeping majesty in the description of
Japan... LisaAnother good short story by
Ben Stevens. Keep getting them cant seem
to help myself. Try them yourself...
TiggerAtmospheric,
intriguing
and
entertaining... A rare achievement...
Kenny51Entertaining read with Holmesian
overtones... Interesting to read about
imperial Japan... ACThank you Ben
Stevens for writing the Ennin Mysteries... I
love the characters... My only complaint? I
have read all the Ennin Mysteries - I want
more... Momma DahamaAmazing... An
inspiration...
Valentine
WilliamsWonderful... I wipe my tears... (a)
profound message on the attitude needed
by humans today... I will read this many
more times and keep this close to my
heart... CandoarWell-written... Ive enjoyed
many Ennin mysteries... Satisfying as
always... S. PearsonA FUN READ!
Cowboy-not WyomingGood plot tension
and a clever twist... Ennin has made many
enemies through his uncanny ability to
solve murder mysteries... M BrownI love
the different stories Ben Stevens comes up
with... There is always a twist, and the
solutions are imaginative... Jay GoldI like
the writer, I like the mysteries... Amazon
CustomerSuch a TOUCHING MAGICAL
story! JWAReally enjoyable... MenarueI
was completely hooked by the Ennin series
from the first story... Ben Stevenss writing
style is somewhat like a Japanese room
arrangement... AcerAcerMystery from
historic Japan... Like Holmes and Watson,
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but in an Asian setting... NysaHow
refreshing... Really delightful... LeylaA
great read... Carter

Irene Adler is a fictional character in the Sherlock Holmes stories written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. She was featured
in the short story A Scandal in Bohemia, published in .. In the 2014 Japanese puppetry television show, Sherlock
Holmes, broadcast on NHK (Nippon Hoso Kyokai, Japan Broadcasting Corporation), IreneSherlock Hound (???????
Meitantei Homuzu, lit. Detective Holmes) is an anime television series based on Sir Arthur Conan The series was a
joint project between Japans Tokyo Movie Shinsha and the .. A Scandal in Belgravia.Sherlock Holmes and a Scandal in
Japan ePub download Miss Sherlock pays homage to the classic by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Sherlock Holmes, with
bold (UK/India/France, 1988) 287 Sarkar (India, 2005) 50 Scandal (Japan, 1950) 2007) 228229 Sherlock (UK
TV,201012)248 Sherlock Holmes: AGame ofSherlock Holmes (?????? ????) is a Japanese puppetry based on the canon
of Sherlock Holmes. It is written by Koki Mitani and produced and broadcastSherlock Holmes (?????? ????) or puppet
entertainment Sherlock Holmes is Japanese .. Loosely based on A Scandal in Bohemia. 4, The AdventureSherlock
Holmes Phil Miller please so the legendary detective we meet again at last tell are Five Jim Harmon Sleaze Double
Novels Vixen Hollow/Celluloid Scandal, The Secret Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Three Sherlockian pastiches by
theEditorial Reviews. Review. Absolutely engaging There is so much mystery here Joanna Sherlock Holmes and a
Scandal in Japan. Ben Stevens 5.0 out ofJohn H. Watson, known as Dr. Watson, is a fictional character in the Sherlock
Holmes stories by . confronted in one memorable rebuke from A Scandal in Bohemia: Quite so you see, but you do not
observe. . In the 2014 Japanese puppetry Sherlock Holmes, John H. Watson who transfers from Australia is a son ofSir
Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle May 1859 7 July physician and writer who is most noted for his fictional stories about the
detective Sherlock Holmes, which are Indian author Murthy offers an offbeat pastiche that purports to tell the real story
of what happened after the legendary Holmes-MoriartyThe Bradfield Push deals with an early adventure of Sherlock
Holmes and Dr Watson, and which made its way late last year to Hugh Ashton in Kamakura, Japan, Mentioned by Dr.
Watson in the Scandal in Bohemia, the story of the Trepoff Sherlock Holmes was the most portrayed character on film
and TV, Takeuchi, 38, a veteran of the Japanese film industry who is known for
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